Submandibular gland sparing when irradiating neck level IB in the treatment of oral squamous cell carcinoma.
Patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSqCCA) frequently require postoperative radiation (PORT), which may include contralateral level IB within the clinical target volume (CTV). The submandibular gland (SMG) is typically included within the level IB CTV; however, the SMG does not contain lymph nodes or lymphatic vessels. We hypothesized that level IB could be adequately irradiated while sparing the SMG to reduce xerostomia. Twelve patients with OSqCCA receiving PORT, which included the contralateral level IB within the planning target volume (PTV), were retrospectively reviewed and replanned using volumetric modulated arc therapy. CTV contouring, including contralateral level IB, was in accordance with the consensus contouring atlas but excluded the SMG. The contralateral neck PTVs were planned to 54 Gray (Gy) (PTV54). Dose requirements were per Radiation Therapy Oncology Group-1008: PTV54 D95% >54 Gy, with an allowable variation of >48.6 Gy. The dose constraint for the SMG was mean dose ≤39 Gy based on published dose-effect data for the SMGs. Mean SMG and PTV54 doses were 38.5 Gy and 56.3 Gy, respectively. Median PTV54 D95% was 53.0 Gy (range 52.5 to 54.6 Gy), with all cases meeting our allowable coverage goal. When assessing the portion of the PTV associated with level IB only (PTV_IB), mean PTV_IB dose was 54.4 Gy and median PTV_IB D95% was 43.3 Gy (range 42.5 to 52.2). Median D95% to CTV_IB was 50.2 Gy. SMG sparing resulted in 10% to 20% underdosing of the part of the PTV corresponding to level IB, as a portion of the PTV lies within the SMG. The SMG can be spared to a mean dose ≤39 Gy with slight underdosing of the surrounding PTV where the PTV overlaps with the SMG. Clinical trials evaluating SMG sparing are warranted.